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No Brain Cash MASTER RESELL RIGHTS INCLUDED! Youre 30 Seconds Away From Discovering The

Top 10 Easiest ZERO-COST Methods That Anyone With Half a Brain Can Use To Make Money Online

From Scratch Starting Right NOW! If all you wanna do is make a few easy bucks from home but all this

money making stuff sounds too hard and expensive.... Look No Further Because Ive Racked My Brain to

Bring You The Top 10 Easiest ZERO-COST Online Money Making Methods For Earning $$$ So You

Dont Have to Use Yours! No Money - No Experience - No Skills - No Brain Required! Why do things the

hard way when we live in the Internet age!? Including making money!? I love the Internet! The Internet

has made life SO easy...in SO many ways. Not only for me, but for you too and so many others around

the world. Making money has become easier too, thanks to the Internet. I make more money online now

than I ever dreamed of! I work from home a few hours a day on my computer while I play around with my

iPad, my iPhone, cameras and other fun stuff that Ive bought. I go to bed and wake up to see that I made

hundreds of dollars over night while I was sleeping and...you know what? The feeling of making money

from my computer never gets old! I love the Internet! But it didnt always used to be this

good...unfortunately. And, it isnt this good still for a lot of newbies online...even though it should be. My

Internet beginnings were slow. It took me a few months to connect with the right people and start to really

make money. Sure I was happy when the first cash rolled in, but I wanted more! I make much more than

that now, but I was hungry to make more money when I was a newbie. Sound familiar? The Internet

Dream! If I know you, you have a dream of making money online. You see and hear other regular people

making money online and imagine yourself making money too. Forget the make $3000 a day doing

nothing lies and aim for something realistic. Maybe youd be happy making just $5 a day or maybe you

want to an extra $50 a day? Im not going to butter things up for you telling you that you can retire early

like the typical guru would. Im not like those gurus who only care about how much money you can unload

on them. I actually want to help you realistically. I know there are thousands of people online who just

want to make a little pocket money from their computer in their spare time. And I know the internet, and

an extra $50 per day is very achievable...even for a complete beginner. What would you do with an extra
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$50 a day? * Eat out at a fancy Chinese restaurant tonight....and every night! * Buy a Playstation 3 next

week....and a new game for it every week! * Go to Disneyland with your family next month....and Knotts

Berry Farm the following month! * Pay the monthly car loan payment on a new supercharged sports car! *

Take your family on an overseas vacation this coming summer! Some say that money isnt everything, but

it sure makes life more fun! And guess what, making it can be fun too! The possibilities are endless when

you have extra income, and the chance to do so is right in front of you. Its called the Internet! There are

big bucks (and small bucks) being made on the Internet everyday! Why arent you collecting your share?

Well its time you start earning your share, and Im going to help you. No More Excuses! Too many times I

get emails from desperate people with high hopes of cashing in online and there is a common theme

within all their problems. They simply dont know WHERE or HOW to start and dont want to waste

MONEY! I had dozens of people begging me to show them ways to make money online. So Im giving it to

them. I found an ALL-IN-ONE resource that shows even the most clueless newbie where and how to start

making money from scratch wihout any start up costs whatsoever! Can You Really Make Money Easily?

And Without Any Start Up Costs?! Imagine if you could make money with such ease that ANYONE with a

computer, internet connection and a few spare hours a day can do. * 100 FREE or next-to-nothing start

up costs * Dont require a website of your own * Dont require ANY technical knowledge whatsoever * So

EASY that a complete Internet newbie can do it * No selling or marketing skills or experience necessary *

Can be done part-time from home or anywhere! Yes, thats exactly what YOU can do! Another reason why

I love the Internet is because it is possible for ANYONE to make money with, regardless of their skill level

or experience. But Can A Broke Loser Like Me Really Do It? Youd be surprised at some of they guys I

know who are making money online. The only thing that all the newbies dont know at first is HOW! They

dont know how they can make some spare change doing easy tasks online. It doesnt matter if youre not

smart, dont have any money, dont know a thing about computers or marketing, or cant spare a whole lot

of time. There are ways for you to make cash online, easily and quickly...from scratch! You Dont Need To

Be A Magician To Pull Money Out Of Thin Air! Thanks to the Internet and people who are willing to show

you how, making money online has never been easier! You can find out how to make money online as if

you were pulling it out of thin air..and no you dont need any special powers or magic skills! You CAN

make money easily and without any start ups costs...and learn HOW to in this set of reports called No

Brain Cash! Get ready because making money online just became idiot-proof! Introducing... The 3 No



Brain Cash Manuals! With this easy reading guide you can choose which methods you want to follow

depending on how lazy you feel for that day! Something For Everyone In 3 Easy-To-Follow Volumes *

The first volume reveals the most easiest, dead-simple ways to earn cash online for the first time internet

user... Real point and click type stuff.. * The second volume covers volume covers basic to intermediate

ways which require a little more thinking than the first volume but still simple enough for anyone with half

a brain to accomplish. The earning potential is higher too! * The third and final volume contains slightly

more advanced methods that are suitable for the addicted internet nerd who likes to tinker online but still

easy enough for anyone without money making experience to see dollar signs! The earning potential of

these methods are highest of all! Lets take a closer look at whats inside each of the volumes... Volume 1 -

No Brain Novice The easiest guide of all three. If are a complete dummy when it comes to computers or

the internet, then you cant go wrong with Volume one. Like the title says, its designed to help the no-brain

novice who cant do anything more than type and click the mouse. Youll discover the top 3 most simple

methods including.... * online surveys * clicking for cash, and * making money with Google Adsense

Some of the secrets I reveal are... * How to tell the difference between a scam program and one that will

actually pay * The most trustworthy online payment clients you should make an account with and NO

others * The tried and tested legit online survey and paid to click programs with the highest payouts *

How to click all day and NOT get a sore clicking finger How to eliminate SPAM emails from littering your

inbox and only get emails you want to read * How to get a Google Adsense account instantly and

WITHOUT a website of your own for free in less than 5 minutes! * How and where to easily build free

webpages that display Adsense ads automatically for a share of the profits * How to get free traffic

non-stop to your free Adsense pages! * The 5 most common Adsense mistakes and how to avoid them *

Lists of free resources and bonuses * Plus many more tips and tricks layed out for you in step-by-step

form over the 27 pages in No Brain Cash Volume 1 And were only just getting out feet wet... Volume 2 -

Casual Couch Potato Volume 2 steps it up a little and shows you easy methods to really get you excited

and help you make money while you have FUN! If you have a passion and or skill and want to make

money with it online with it, then the methods in Volume 2 will be like a dream come true. Like the title

says, its designed to help the casual couch potato. Youll be able to earn online doing things you like but

still have tons of free time. Youll discover 4 simple methods great for hobbyists including.... * selling your

digital photos online * freelance writing * becoming a virtual assistant, and * selling ANYTHING on Ebay



Some of the secrets I reveal are... * Why there is huge demand for selling your digital photos and why its

growing more and more popular * The tools you need start your photo-preneur career on a shoe-string

budget * Where to download free photo editing software that rivals Photoshop! * The 4 step plan of action

to prevent failure as an online photo-preneur * Only the best researched resources of where and how to

sell your digital photos for top dollar * How anyone with English typing ability can make very decent

money as a freelance writer * Where you can instantly find hundreds of people in need of your writing

services * Sneaky tactics to secure your first paying clients who dont care if youre a complete amateur

writer * How to research and write quickly about any topic even if you ve never heard about it before! *

How to put your basic computer skills to work and earn cash part-time as a virtual assistant (even skills

you never knew you had!) * Where to find tons of virtual assistant jobs to apply for for free * Where and

how to create a free website easily that promotes you and your services and how to promote it for free so

clients will be coming to YOU! * Why you shouldnt look past Ebay as one of the most simple income

streams on the internet * How to sell your digital products 100 hands-free on Ebay since the new no

digital download products listing rule * 6 essential steps to follow to create the perfect ad listing * 7 other

little-known Ebay selling secret tips to blow your competiton away and maximize profits Plus many more

tips and step-by-step instructions within the 29 pages of No Brain Cash Volume 2! And the best is coming

up next... Volume 3 - Diligent Dabbler This guide will put serious bucks in your bank! If you want to cut

straight to the juicy cash sucking methods the smart and rich marketers use and skip the novice stuff,

then this report will show you all! Like the title says, its designed to help those wanna-be-guru marketers

who love to dabble and tinker online to build some really cool cash cow systems! Youll discover 3

kick-butt methods in-depth including... * blogging for bucks * viral video windfalls, and * the classic bum

marketing method Some of the secrets I reveal are... * What is Affiliate Marketing? And how can I make a

fortune with right away? * Why affiliate marketing is the perfect part-time business for the lazy internet

beginner * 7 Super Affiliate Marketing tips that fewer than half self-proclaimed super affiliates know * Why

the more you give away for free, the more money you can make * How to get your first free blog(s) up

and live within minutes * 7 simple steps to profitable blogging - from choosing a niche to getting tons of

free content for it to monetizing it * 4 methods to get free traffic to your blog quickly and constantly * Viral

Video Marketing explained - why its a real no-brain cash method * The best free video sharing websites

and how to set up your accounts to make money * The one-of-a-kind website service that makes stunning



videos FOR you automatically! No video editing knowledge or software required! * How to get targeted

viewers watching your videos and how to get turn them into website visitors instantly * The Bum

Marketing Method explained in idiots terms so you can use it to cash up right away without confusion *

The two types of keywords you MUST know - One will make you rich, the other will leave you broke (but

still so many dont know this) * Step-by-step long-tail keyword research explained in idiots terms and an

illustrated example * Examples of hot selling niches you can target today which are full of desperate

buyers wanting to buy something now! Plus many more tips and tricks about these 3 powerful methods

inside the 41 pages of No Brain Cash Volume 3! With your copy of No Brain Cash, youll never be left

scratching your head again trying to figure out how to do easy things to make money online the right way.

And these arent just all methods that pay chicken feed. The methods range in how much you can make.

10 Easiest Ways To Make Money Online...Even If Youre A Complete Beginner! Its dead-easy to make

just a few dollars a day with ANY one of the No Brain Cash, but totally possible to use the exact same

methods to make THOUSANDS of dollars per week! The earning potential with the internet has no limit!

Its up to you how much you want to make! Starting With Nothing? Perfect.... These No Brain Cash

methods can help you put dough in the bank even if... * You have never made a single penny online

before * You dont know where to start * You have NO money to start a business * You dont have a

website * You dont have your own product * You dont know anyone in the business * You have NO

computer skills * You only have a few hours a day If you can read and follow some simple instructions,

then put these No Brain methods into action, making your first dollar online! The Biggest No-Brainer Is

The Price... Talk about No Brainer decisions. Ive put the price so low on this set of 3 reports that you dont

have to even think hard about buying them. How much would you expect to pay for 3 volumes totalling 97

pages of all meaty How-To make money online from scratch No Brain methods? $97? $67? $47? No

Way! People that have seen it already have told me that it would be a steal at $47! I could charge that

and perhaps more like other so called gurus who charge $67 and up for their over-hyped ebooks and

schemes. But, Im not going to charge you that...no, I want it to be affordable for everyone. Thats why the

price youll pay today is a one time low payment of only $3.99! Id be willing to bet youve paid more than

that for other ebooks that dont show you half as much as mine. After you make the payment, youll get to

download the three volumes instantly and start trying out the methods inside and show you the path to

earning an easy $50 a day (actually youll be shown 10 easy routes!) with any one of the methods I show



you. So the no-brainer question is... Would you trade $3.99 for 10 zero-cost methods that can easily put

$50 in your pocket each day? Like I said, you dont have to think about the price....because its a

no-brainer! Order Your Copy Of No Brain Cash Below! ___________________________ Visit My Store

For More Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ___________________________
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